An algorithm to find definite single and double integrals using Trapezoidal 1 2 -rule is presented in this paper. This work will fulfill the need of easy way of calculations with less computation time (run time) and storage space to engineers and scientists. It is observed that there is an opening to design a trapezoidal method which is entirely different from the traditional trapezoidal method for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. Numerical experiments were performed to show the validity of the algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
In real time situations, scientists and engineers come across both differential and integral equations as mathematical model for time dependent problems [1] [2] [3] [4] . Many solutions to these problems exists but with complicated steps further no one can extend their ideas to higher dimensional problems. To make it easy, in this paper, a new approach of finding single and double definite integrals are presented. In section 2, a definite single integral is derived and in section 3, a definite double integral is derived. In section 4, a pictorial form of algorithm is given in two different forms for double integrals and in section 5, numerical experiments are provide to show the performance of the single and double integrals using pictorial form of algorithm. The analysis is carried out by means of equations (1) to (19).
SINGLE DEFINITE INTEGRAL
In this section, a method for finding definite integral of y = f (x) in [a, b] is presented for a continuous function f (x). That is, to find the value of
subdivide the interval [a, b] using step size h = x n+1 − x n , n = 0(1)N − 1 into N−subintervals and so
And the corresponding distribution table is given in table 1. Any xε[x n , x n+1 ], n = 0(1)N − 1 can be written in the form x = x n + uh. As x : x n → x n+1 the variable u : 0 → 1. And so, equation ( [y n + u∆y n ]du
since ∆y n = [y n+1 − y n ] and uC 1 = u. From (7), the definite integral is
Remark 
DOUBLE DEFINITE INTEGRAL
In this section, a method for finding definite integral of
And, subdivide the interval [c, d] using step size k = y m+1 − y m , m = 0(1)M − 1 into M-subintervals and so
From (10) and (11), it follows that
And the corresponding distribution table is shown in table 2. x \ y y 0
.
Now from (9) and (12), 
Remark Two easy ways to find the double integral (19) are 
AN ALGORITHM TO EVALUATE THE DEFINITE DOUBLE INTEGRAL
This section presents an algorithm to evaluate the definite double integral in two different pictorial forms instead of writing in steps. The pictorial forms of the algorithm are and Using these pictorial forms, in next section, some single and double integrals are evaluated. Above two pictorial forms will generate the same value. It is observed that the numerical solution using traditional trapezoidal method for ordinary differential equation do not match with the definite integral of a single integral of a function f (x) of section 2. This motivates to design a new trapezoidal method for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations using the method of proof in this paper.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

CONCLUSION
An algorithm is presented in this paper, which is theoretically proved, pictorially described and is very easy to implement. The approach applied to single integral is extended to double integral too. This approach can be extended to higher dimensions also. Trapezoidal method derivation of this paper gives an opening to find another trapezoidal method which is different from the traditional trapezoidal method to solve stiff and non-stiff ordinary and partial differential equations. Research is going on in this direction by the author of this paper.
